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A RESOLUTION
To urge and request LSU Parking and Transportation to modify the LSU Tiger Trail Night A operations and the LSU Campus Transit System webpage and operational hours

PARAGRAPH 1: Whereas, the LSU Tiger Trail Night A route provides 2 buses which run in the same direction from 6:00 P.M. to 12 A.M.; and

PARAGRAPH 2: Whereas, it is not mentioned on the LSU campus transit webpage that the icon to access on-demand rides appears in the upper left of the Transloc Rider App on smartphones under Android; and

PARAGRAPH 3: Whereas, Campus Transit Service provides door-to-door service seven days a week, only from 5:30 P.M. to 12 A.M., to and from any location on campus; and

PARAGRAPH 4: Whereas, Sr. Director of Parking & Transportation Services Jeff Campbell agreed to change the LSU Tiger Trail Night A route so that one of the two buses run in the opposite direction; and

PARAGRAPH 5: Whereas, Sr. Director of Parking & Transportation Services Jeff Campbell agreed to mention on the LSU campus transit webpage that the icon to access on demand rides appears in the upper left of the Transloc Rider App on smartphones under Android; and

PARAGRAPH 6: Whereas, Sr. Director of Parking & Transportation Services Jeff Campbell agreed to change the operational hours of the Campus Transit Service from 5:30 P.M. - 12 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.; and

PARAGRAPH 7: Therefore, be it resolved that the Louisiana State University Agricultural and Mechanical College Student Senate urges and requests Sr. Director of the Parking & Transportation Services Jeff Campbell to implement as for Fall 2018 the changes aforementioned, and
PARAGRAPH 8:  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION BE FORWARDED TO SR. DIRECTOR OF THE PARKING & TRANSPORTATION SERVICES JEFF CAMPBELL, AND

PARAGRAPH 9:  THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A SIMPLE MAJORITY (1/2) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.

APPROVED:

__________________________  ________________
JAMES J. MICKLER            JASON J. BADEAUX
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE       STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

DATE:_____________________  DATE:____________________